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SUMMARY

Experiments were conducted to study shock-induced sepa-
rated flows on the lee surface of delta wings with sharp
leading edge at supersonic speeds. Two sets of delta wings of
different thickness (10° and 25° normal angle). each with
leading edge sweep angles varying from 45° to 70°, were
tested. The measurements. carried out in a Mach number
range from 1.4 to 3.0. included oil flow visualisations (on both
sets of wings) and static pressure distributions (on the thicker
wings only). Using the test results, some features of shock-
induced separated flows, including in particular the boundary
between this type of flow and fully attached flow, have been
determined. The experimental results indicate that this
boundary does not seem to show any significant dependence
on wing thickness within the limit of thicknesses tested. It is
shown that this boundary.can be predicted for thin delta
wings using a well known criterion for incipient separation in
a glancing shock wave boundary layer interaction. namely
that a pressure rise of 1.5 is required across the shock.
Comparison of the predicted boundary with experimental
results (from oil flow visualisations) shows good agreement.
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. Constant defined by equation (5)
Mach number
Static preSsure
Spanwise distance measured from wing centre line
Angle of attack
Ratio of specific heats
Wedge angle
Prandtl-Meyer angle
Flow deflection angle (Fig. 10)
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"Figures 2(a) and 2(b) display only some of'L.. ;Iow types observed
by Szodruch, MiJler and Wood and which arc ,elevant to the present
paper.
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Subscripts

x Freestream condition

Quantity measured normal to leading edge
Quantity measured along the leading edge
Upstream and downstream of swept P-M fan. respec-
tively
Downstream of embedded shock Q
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1. INTRODUCTION

The flow on the Ice side of delta wings has been the subject of
considerable study over the past three decades. These studies
have shown that depending on the freestream and wing
parameters. a fascinating variety of different flow types is
possible on the lee surface. Broadly, such flows can be
classified into two categories - those which are attached at
the leading edge and those which are separated. After
examining all the data available up to 1962. Stan brook and
Squire(l) defined a boundary between these two types of flow.
This 'Stanbrook-Squire' boundary. shown in Fig. I for wings
with sharp leading edge, is defined in a plane of Mach number
(My) and angle of attack (ay) normal to the leading edge.
The fact that this boundary is not sharp but a band has been
attributed variously to Reynolds number and wing thickness
effects. and to difficulty in identifying the type of flow from
experiments(2) .

Detailed experiments were carried out by Szodruch(3) and
Miller and Wood(4) to study the types of flow that occur on
the Icesurface of thickand thin deltawingsrespectively.Both
these studies have identified several additional types of flow
containing various combinations of vortices and shock waves.
A comparison of the flow types that occur and the boundaries
between them reported in these two investigations (Figs.
2(a). 2(b)*) indicates certain basic differences. One such
important difference is that while Miller and Wood(4) clearly
identify on a thin wing a flow type without separation.
Szodruch(o) on a thick wing does not. Also, in the study of
Miller and Wood. shock-induced separation occurs for aN >
14° and for all normal Mach numbers to the right of the
Stanbrook-Squire boundary, On the other hand. Szodruch
indentifies shock induced separated flow only for normal
Mach numbers greater than approximately 1.7 and normal
angles of attack significantly lower than ISO,It is not clear if
all these differences can be attributed to wing thickness
effects, particularly since the difference in the wing thickness
between the two studies is not large (normal angles. by. of 10°
in Miller and Wood's tests compared with 26° in Szodruch's
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.ests). It isprobable rhat these differences may in part be due

I
to difficulties in inte

.

rpretation of experimental results, most
of which are flow visuahsation data (oil flow, vapour screen,

ete).The presentauth~rsareinvestigatingthisaspectthrough
a systematicsetof me4surementscoveringa fairly wide range
of M<1chnumber.sweep backof the leadingedge and angle of
attack.

Notwithstanding these differences, the Stanbrook-Squire
boundary seems to be fairly well established for thin wings
from the original work of Stanbrook and Squire(!) and the
measurements of Miller and Woodl4)(and confirmed by the
present study). Miller and Wood nave obtained a boundary
between fully attached and shock-induced separated tlows for
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Figure 1. Stanbrook-Squire boundary for thin wings.
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thin wings. One of the aims of the present study is to confirm
the location of this boundary and more importantly study the
effect of wing thickness. Squire!5}has made an attempt to
predict theStanbrook-Squireboundarybasedon theassump-
tion that the type of flow on the lee surface of adelta wing at
supersonic speeds is determined by the nature of the flow on
the windward surface, in pc,rticular, leading edge separation
occurring when the attachment hnes move mboard from close
in the leading edge towards the centre line of the wing (on its
windward surface). There is some experimental evidence(5} to
support this view. Squire used thin shock layer theory to
predict the conditions under which the attachment lines
move. The boundary so calculated is in reasonable agreement
with the Stanbrook-Squire boundary over a range of aN which
is dependent on the wing thickness. The agreement is good up
to aN = 4(f and 15° for thin ((iy = 10°) and thick wings (ON=
30°) respectively. More recently. Squirel21 carried out experi-
ments on a delta wing with elliptic cross section and
concluded that leading edge separation might occur if the
calculated pressure jump across the upper surface cross flow
shock is more than about 2. Both these predictions need to he
validated for a wider range of wing and free stream
parameters.

While some attempts have thus been made to predict the
Stanhrook-Squire houndary, no systematic work seems to
have been carried out in trying to predict the boundary
between attached flows and flowswith inboard shock induced
separation. This paper describes a set of experiments carried
out to study some features of shoek induced separated flow,
and in particular to determine the effect of wing thickness on
the boundary between attached and shock induced separated
flow.

A simple method, based on the proposal that there is an
analogy between shock wave boundary layer interaction on a
delta wing lee side and glancing shock wave boundary layer
interaction on a flat plate is described to predict this
boundary.

40

Figure 2. Some types of flow on thick(JI and thin\41 wings.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITYAND MODELS

The experiments were conducted in the n.3 M trisonic wind
tunnel of the National Aeronautical Laboratory. This facility
is of biowdown typc using cumpressed air at ambiem

I

~

temperature of 300CKand a maximum reservoir pressure of
about II atmospheres. The facility has a Mach number range
of 0.5 to 3.0.

Two types of model support system wcre used depending
on the Mach number and angle of attack. A conventional
centre mounted support system was used up to Mach number
of 2 and angles of attack up to 15°. For higher Mach numbers
and/or higher angles of attack, a side wan mounted model
injection-retraction system was used.

The delta wings tested had leading edge sweep angles of
45°,50°.60 and 70° (Fig. 3). All the wingshad a triangular
cross section with Oat upper surface and sharp leading edges.
For each sweep angle. two wings were made; one had a
wedge angle normal to the leading edge of 100while the other
had an angle of 25°. According to a classification given by
Szodruch and Peake(6), the 10° normal angle wing is a thin
wing while the 25° one is a thick wing.

The leeward surface of the wings having ON = 2SOwas
instrumented with a spanwise row of several pressure orifices
located wen upstream of the trailing edge. Figure 3 shows the
details of the orifice location.

Table I shows the range of test parameters covered in this
study. It may be noted that, while the models having ON= 25°
were used for both pressure measurements and oil flow
visua[isation, the models having ON = HYwere used for oil
flow visualisation only. Oil flow visualisations were carried
out using a mixture of titanium dioxide in vacuum pump oil
and oleic acid. Pressure data were obtained from a 48 port
scanivalve-transducer system mounted outside the tunnel.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

3.1 Boundary between attached type flows and flows with
inboard shock-induced separation

The type of flow which occurred on the model was identified
essentially by the surface oil flow pattern. Separation was
identified using the criterion given by Maskell(7) that a
separation line is an envelope of converging surface stream-
lines. Figure 4 shows four sets of oil flow patterns obtained on
60°,50°and45°sweepbackthin wings, coveringa MNrangeof
about 1.1to 2.1. The anglesof attack foreachcase have been
so chosen that their lower and higher values are the highest
and lowest respectively at which attached and inboard
separated flow are definitelyobserved. Figure4(a) showsthe

TABLE 1

Note: ()(Range for all tests 0 to 14°
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oii now patterns on the 60° sweepback thin wing at a Mach
number of 2.()8 and at angles of attack of 4° (Mv = 1:06; aN =
8°) and 6°(M" = 1.06; aN = 12°). Figure 4(b) shows the oil
flow patternson the sametwingat a Mach numberof 2.94 and
at angles of attack of 6° (~lv = 1.5; ax = 12°)and 8° (Ms =
1.5; aN = 15.7°). Figure 4(c) shows the oil tlow patterns on a
50" sweepback wing at a Mach number of 2.46 and at angles
of attack of 8° (Mx = 1.61; aN = 12.3°) and 10°(Ms = 1.61:
(XN= 15.3").Figure 4(d) shows the oil tlow paiiern" on a 4SO
sweepbackwing at a Mach number of 2.94and at angles of
attack of 10°(M" = 2.1; (XN= 14°)and [2°(Ms = 2.13; UN=
16.7°). It can be seen from these oil flow patterns that the
flow at the lower angles of attack in each casecorresponds to
fully attached flow whereas the flow at the higher angles of
attack corresponds to the inboard separated case.

Results obtained from these and other oil flow patterns on
thin wings are plotted in Fig. 5 where the open and closed
symbols correspond to attached and inboard separated flows
respectively. The shaded band shown in the figure is the
boundary which separates these two types of flow. The
boundary is drawn such that no case of attached flow exists
above it and also no case of separated tlow exists below it.
Within the shaded band. both types of flow exist or the oil
flow pattern is not clear enough to identify the type of flow
conclusive[y.Results of sometests made withthe wing yawed
to the freestreamare also shownin the abovefigure where an
effective sweep (A:t<j>, where <!:>is the yaw angle) is used in
estimatingMN and ()(N.Also plotted in Fig.5aretheresults of
Miller andWood(4)and Rein(S).While Rein"stests were on a
52.5° sweep wing with a normal angle of 11°, Miller and
Wood's tests were on a family of wings of 10°normal angle
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Figure 3. Details of delta wing models.
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Reynolds
Number

Blowing Reynolds based on
Pressure Number chord

Mx in atm per metre (millions)

1-6 2.35 30.38 463
1.8 2.84 34.45 5.25
2.0 3.05 34.11 5.20
2.2 3.41 34.88 5.32
2.5 5.15 45.53 6.94
3.0 6.74 46.12 7.03
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Figure 5. Experimental results from oil flow tests for thin
wings (&N= 10°).
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with sWeep anglesfrom 52.5 to 758 It IS seenthat all these
results arc also consistent with the boundary defined in the
present study. Interestingly. Fig. 5 also shows that the

boundarx
.
approaChesa meanvalueof u\ of approximately

15°for i\f\ > 1.6. The boundary as defined by Miller and
Wood nn the other hand corresponds to n, =, 148for l\1;v> I.

Figure 6 shows experimental results of surface oil flow
pattern for a thickwing (j'>N= 25").The boundarydcfincJ in
Fig. 5 for [hinwingsis plotted i;~ this figure forc()mpari~on.It
isseen that thisboundary (definedfor thin wings)isalso valid
for thick wings, indicating (hereby that the boundary between
these two types of tluw is insensitive to wing thickness. at
least within the range of thicknesses tested (ie. t..v= 100,25").

The houndary between attached flow and inboard sepa-
rated flow has been defined as a band with a width of ahout 2"

in aN. The technique (oil flow visualisation) of determining
the type of flowprecludes anymore precise definitionof the
boundary; the width of the boundary in fact denotes the
uncertainty in interpreting the oil flow patterns at conditions
close to change of flow from one type to the other.

3.2 Separation line location

The spanwise location of the separation line was measured
from oil flow visualisation photographs. Figure 7 shows the
variation of separation line with angle of attack for wings of
50° and 6(jDsweep and at various Mach numbers. Data are
plotted for wingsof 8N= tOOand25°to see theeffect of wing
thickness. In general, it is seen that the separation tine does
not move outboard significantlyas the angle of attack is
increased; the change from an inboard separated flow to a
classical leading edge separated flow.~ occurs over a very
narrow a-range. The precise manner in which this change
over takes place is not however known at the present time.
The variation of the separation line position with Mach
numher and sweepback angle is as expected; an increase in
Mach number or a decrease in sweepangle causesseparation
to move inboard.

Increase of wing thickness from 8N = 10°to ON= 25° does
not seem to cause an appreciable change in the mean position
of separation; however change over from inboard separation
to leading edge separation occurs at a smaller a for the
thicker wing.

3.3 Static pressure distribution

Figure 8 shows three sets of static pressure distributions
plotted in terms of the pressure coefficient Cpand spanwise
position 1)(= ylb wher.e y is the distance from the centreline
and b is the semi-span). The pressure distributions are on a
50°sweep wingat freestream Machnumbers of2'46,2.08 and
1.8.

Figure 8(a) shows the pressure distribution at a Mach
number of 2-46 and is typical of flows with MN> 1.6. The
distribution shows a fairly extensive uniform pressure region
inboard of the leading edge, a pressure rise through the
inboard embedded shock wavefollowed by anotheruniform
pressure region. For a> 9°, the pressure distribution shows a
'plateau' region or a region of reduced pressure gradient
characteristic of flows with separation. The position of the

*A distinction is made between flows characterised bv a stable
leading edge vortex and with leading edge separation bubble. Flows
which have a leading edge bubble are considered here as attached
flows since the oil flow photographs indicate a large region of
attached flow following the bubble. Flows with stable leading edge
vortices are termed as classical leading edge separated flows.
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separation line as measured from surface oil flow patterns IS
also shown in the figure hy appropriately labelled arrows.

Figures X(b) and X(c) show pressure distributions at Mach

numbers of 2.0K and 1.8 respectively. These are typical of
flows with normal Mach numbers helow ahout I '6. These

pressure distributions arc characterised hy a region of
increasing pressure near the leading edge followed by a
narrow extent of ulliform pre~~ure region just upstream of the
embedded shock. The plateau (or region of diminished
pressure gradient) indicating separation is evident for certain
cases of M, and (t. but certainly much less clear here than for
normal Mach numbers greater than 1.6 (Fig. 8(a)). The
increasing pressure downstream of the leading edge could be
due to the reattachment of the flow following the leading
edge buhhle.

4. PREDICTION OF INCIPIENTSEPARATIONON THE DELTA
WING LEE SURFACE

The flow on the lee surface of delta wings for normal Mach
numhers to the right of the Stanbrook-Squire boundary is
characterised by the presence of an 'embedded' shock wave.

the interaction of which with the boundary layer might result
in separation if the normal angle of attack is sufficiently large
(ie, above the shaded hand of Fig. 5).

We propose that this interaction between the embedded

shock wave and the leeside houndary layer is similar to a
glancing interaction hetween an oblique shock wave and
boundary layer on a flat plate. The possibility that these two
flows might be similar was first suggested by Dunavant ct al(9\.

(Rough estimates of the houndary between attached flow and
flow with shock induced separation on a delta wing were also
made using this proposal; however a systematic study does
not seem to have been made.) The similarity between the two
flows is indicated in Fig. 9 which shows sketches of the surface
flow patterns of the two flow fields. Also shown in the figure
are the corresponding cross flows inferred from the surface
flow patterns. The flow pattern in the glancing shock
interaction is taken from Freeman and Korkegi(1O)while the
delta wing leeside flow pattern is from the present measure-
ments. The figure shows that although the mechanism of
generation of the shock wave is different in the two cases,
there is a large measure of similarity in the two flow fields.
Based on this, quantitatively also, one may expect certain
overall features like, in particular, conditions for incipient
separation to be the same for the two cases.

Korkegi(111 after examining a large amount of data, has
given a correlation for incipient separation of a turbulent
boundary layer in a glancing interaction. This correlation
simply states that incipient separation occurs if the pressure
rise across the shock wave is 1.5. This criterion for incipient
separation in a glancing interaction may also be expected to
be valid for the incipient separation of the boundary layer on
the delta wing leeside. The conditions under which the leeside
boundary layer might separate can then be determined as
follows.

Figure 10 shows details of the flow normal to the leading
edge on the lee surface of a delta wing. It is assumed here that
the windward side shock wave is attached to the leading edge.
Analysis of the case where the leading edge shock is detached
poses some problems essentially because the shock shape and
thus the flow downstream of the shock cannot be calculated
easily. However, as will be shown subsequently, the predicted
boundary between attached and inboard separated flows does
not seem to be dependent, at least to a first order. on whether
the leading edge shock is attached or detached.
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and the resultant flow direction relative to the freestream is

(J= tan -1(MN2IMn) - (TI/2 - A) (7)

Now, the attached flow at the leading edge is characterised
by a swept Prandtl-Meyer expansion and since the condition
upstream of the P-M fan is known, ie, MN! (and thus UNI), the
conditions downstream can be estimated since UN2= UN!+ aN

(UNI is the Prandtl-Meyer angle corresponding to MN1).
The Mach number and angle of attack normal to the

leading edge are given by

MN = M%[l - sin2Acos2aJ'"

and

aN = tan -1 [tan alcosA]

The Mach number along the leading edge is given by

M TI = M %cos a sin A

Across the P-M fan. the tangential velocity is conserved and
thus,

Mr2 = K [1+(y-1)M::V2/2 ]
'/'

(1- (y-l) K212)

where Mn = tangential Mach number downstream of the
P-M fan, and

K = Mr/(l + 2M1I(y -1))

Knowing MN2 and Mr2. the resultant Mach number down-
stream of the P-M fan is

MR2= (MN22 + Mn2f'
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The resultant flow at a Mach number of MR2 is turned by the
embedded shock wave through an angle (J to align it to the
chordwise direction. Our proposed criterion for incipient
separation on the lee surface of a delta wing, is that

MR2(J= 0.3 rad.

(It may be noted that this is equivalent to a pressure flse
across the embedded shock wave of 1,5.)

For a wing of sweep angle A at a freest ream Mach number

of Mx. the above calculation is made at several angles of
attack a. and an ai determined where MR2e = 0.3 rad. At this
value of a, incipient separation due to shock wave boundary
layer interaction can be expected to occur. Figure II shows
the results of this calculation made for wings with sweep
anglesof 45° to 65° and at Mach numbers from 1.6 to 3.0. The
results in the form of a boundary between attached and
inboard separated flows shows a small but unmistakable
dependence on the sweep angle of the leading edge. At any
MN, aN for incipient separation is higher for a wing with
smaller sweep angle. Also plotted in this figure is the shaded
band representing the experimentally determined boundary
between these two types of flow from Fig. 5. It can be seen
that there is a very good agreement between the two.

It was mentioned earlier that the boundary between the
two types of flow was predicted under the assumption that the
windward wide shock is attached. However. as seen in Figs. 5
and 6. all the experimental cases correspond to the case
where the shock is detached from the leading edge on the
windward side. The reason why the predicted boundary for
attached shock case agreeswel! with experimental results for
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detached shock cases could be the following. Squire< 12)has
compared experimentally obtained pressure distributions on
the lee side of a delta wing supporting a detached shock wave
with estimations made on the same wing under the assump-
tion of attached leading edge shock. The results showed that
although differences between measurement and estimation
exists close to the leading edge, the estimated and the
measured pressure distributions in the inboard regions agreed
fairly well. This suggeststhat the state of the windward side
shock may not be too critical to the flow in the inboard region
on the lee surface. Thus. the boundary between the two types
of flow predicted under the assumption of attached shock
may be expected to be valid for cases with detached shock
also.

In the tests carried out, Reynolds number varied from 4.5
millions to 7 millions (based on wing chord) depending on the
Mach number. Assuming that the distance from the leading
edge to the interaction zone (separation line location is a
good measure of this) corresponds to approximately 11 = 0.5
(see Fig. 7), the lowest Reynolds number based on this
distance (to interaction) is about 1.0 million. This compares
with the lower Reynolds number limit of about a million for
the validity of the predicted boundary(lil. Due to facility
limitations, no significant variation of Reynolds number was
possible at fixed Mach numbers.
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5. CORRELATION OF SHOCK PRESSURE RISE AND SEPARA.
TION

The pressure rise across the embedded shock wave can be
estimated from the pressure distribution; the pressure rise is
taken to be the ratio of the uniform pressures that exists near
the centreline and outboard. The pressure rise associated
with the reattachment of the leading edge bubble is not
considered when estimating the pressure rise across the
embedded shock wave. Figure 12 shows schematically the
definition of pressure rise for the two cases: MN> 1.6 and MN
< 1.6. Figure 13 shows pressurerise (P}lP2)plotted as a
function of angle of attack for the various wings at different
freestream Mach numbers. It is seen from this figure that for
higher sweepback wings, the embedded shock is'stronger,
and its strength increases more rapidly with CI.at a given Mach
number.

Now, having established that the predicted boundary using
the criterion MR26 = (}.3 (or p}lP2 = 1.5) agrees well with oil
flow results, it would be interesting to see whether P3/P2

measured from the pressure distribution is in fact approxi-
mately equal to 1.5 at all points within the experimental
boundary.

The results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 14, where the
points at which PYP2= 1.5are plotted in a MN- aN plane.
Also plotted in the same figure is the experimentally
determined boundary (from oil flow patterns) between
attached flows and flows with inboard separation (from Fig.
5). It is seen from the figure that the locus of points at which
p.1/P2 = 1.5 obtained from the measured static pressure
distribution lies within the experimentally obtained boundary
between the two types of flow for M,v > IA. The differences
between the two for J\.tv < 1.4 would seem to be due to the
difficulty in measuring pyp2 from the static pressure distribu-
tion. since it can be seen from Fig. 8( c). that there is no well
defined uniform flow region inboard of the leading edge.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation has been carried out to study
some features of shock-induced separated flows on the lee
surface of delta wings. The boundary between fully attached
flows and flows with shock-induced separation has been
obtained from oil flow visualisations. The results indicate that
this boundary is insensitive to wing thickness within the limit
of thicknesses tested (ON = 25°). It is shown that this
boundary can be predicted by the criterion MR26 = 0.3 rad,
derived from Korkegi's criterion for incipient separation in a
glancing shock boundary layer interaction. The predicted
boundary agrees well with the experimentally obtained Qne.
Some features of the flow are discussed in terms of static

pressure distributions and location of the separation line.
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